
SPACE SHUTTLE ETHICS CASE STUDY

On January 28, , the Space Shuttle Challenger burst into flame shortly after instruction in engineering ethics through a
case study of the Space Shuttle.

Engineers shall not be influenced in their professional duties by conflicting interests. But they were not
villainous. O-rings leave their ruts and seal themselves into place on lift off while hot gas leaks into the SRB.
The observations and accusations of the Commission and other critics at the time taken together became the
standard interpretation of the cause of the Challenger disaster. Rossow , PhD, PE Retired Course Outline This
three-hour online course begins by presenting the minimum technical details needed to understand the
physical cause of the Shuttle failure. Another secondary stakeholder, Taxpayers, often become irate when hard
earned money is taken aside for taxes. It should see to lose numerous contracts in the future. This course
includes a multiple-choice quiz at the end, which is designed to enhance the understanding of the course
materials. Recommendations Based upon this ethical analysis, many recommendations are obvious, such as
extra O- rings. President Ronald Reagan had been promoting the importance of teachers in our society and the
Challenger was all set to send the first women civilian teacher, Christa McAuliffe, into space. To understand
Feynman, and you should try. The decision-makers were mistaken. The main ethical problem is NASAs
incorrect decision making in launch readiness. Engineers shall advise their clients or employers when they
believe a project will not be successful. Where, the reputed British Petroleum team was lagging behind the
time allowed for their project on the Gulf of Mexico and had to rush to finish their task on time. The failure
itself is illustrated through NASA photographs. She was not a member of the astronaut corps and had only 4
months of training before launch, rather than the extensive 20 month training given to astronauts. Rockwell
Internationals chances on obtaining future affairs or projects also look slim. Mark P. An alternative
explanation is that Space shuttle technology was new, complex, and hazardous. But, an analysis should give
suggestions for future cases, whether it is a space project or something completely different. Figure 1 shows
the SRM joint configuration for purposes of this discussion. The solutions maximize happiness for astronauts
and mission controllers as well as achieve the desired goals. Unfortunately, it is an even gloomier situation
when something like the Challenger disaster occurs and we lose not only our money, but our astronauts as
well. It must produce the safest method of space travel in the most inexpensive way. Witnessing an accidental
loss in life is an unfair feeling. These seals were required to suppress hot gasses during lift- off that would leak
into the SRBs. Works Cited Wikipedia. Rockwell engineers should have trusted their calculations and
predictions in making decisions pertaining to the launch, particularly the temperature dangers. On the day of
the launch, the O-rings had hardened due to cold temperatures, causing a prolonged sealing process. Finally,
NASAs grounding results in a stoppage of its commercial capabilities. This includes producing, selling or
buying any products and amenities. Introduction 1. These field joints were sealed using two O-rings, where
one was a backup in case of failure of the first. If the client or employer insists on such unprofessional
conduct, they shall notify the proper authorities and withdraw from further service on the project. For this
case, the facts presented included O-ring flaws with temperature problems. Avoid deceptive acts. The
Challenger Space Shuttle disaster proved to be a key for its belittlement.


